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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses integrated circuit (IC) security issues
by using supply voltage based gate-level characterization
(GLC). Our GLC scheme is capable of characterizing both
manifestation and physical level properties of an IC accu-
rately using variable supply voltage. We demonstrate that
the proposed scheme can detect three types of IC attacks
with low false positives and false negatives.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Security and Protection—Physical Security

General Terms
Security

Keywords
Gate-level characterization, integrated circuit security, pro-
cess variation, supply voltage control

1. INTRODUCTION
With the fast growth of IC outsourcing, hardware security

has become a major concern and has drawn a great deal of
attention in the IC industry [1]. IC products from untrusted
foundries must be fully tested to ensure that no malicious
alterations have been made. However, due to the conse-
quences of deep submicron technologies, process variation
(PV) [2] becomes an unavoidable component in the man-
ifestation and physical properties of ICs. Adversaries can
easily hide their malicious attacks under the unrecognized
PV, since it is difficult to distinguish the variation caused
by PV from malicious attacks.

Efforts have been made to characterize the impact of PV
and address the resulting security issues. PV modeling [2]
develops statistical models to predict PV. The models can be
very accurate, but they only work for a population of ICs and
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cannot address the security issues for a specific IC instance.
Physical inspection [3] focuses on direct measurements of
physical parameters using sophisticated microscopes. It can
measure the physical properties of all gates regardless of the
design structure, but it is very expensive and has a poten-
tial to damage the target IC. Side channel-based approaches
[4][5][6] characterize ICs in terms of their manifestational
properties. However, the manifestational properties are im-
pacted by many factors (e.g. temperatures), which may re-
duce the accuracy of detection.

We propose a gate-level characterization (GLC) approach
to uncover the impact of PV and address the IC security
issues in an inexpensive way. In order to avoid the high
instrumentation in physical methods and the instability in
manifestation-level side channel analysis, we characterize the
gate-level physical properties, such as effective length (Leff )
and threshold voltage (Vth), in a nondestructive way and use
them as indicators for malicious attacks on the ICs. Our
approach is based on the manipulation of supply voltage
(Vdd), which provides us with an accurate control over the
manifestation-level properties and enables us to characterize
the physical-level properties accurately. We further improve
our characterization accuracy by applying statistical analy-
sis on the obtained results. For demonstration and evalua-
tion purposes, we analyze three types of IC security attacks
and show how our Vdd-based GLC scheme resolves them.

Our main contributions include: (i) a manifestation-level
GLC (M-GLC) and a physical-level GLC (P-GLC) approach
using supply voltage control, which solves the correlation
issues in the characterization process and provides us with
accurate characterization results; (ii) the use of statistical
methods, namely maximum likelihood estimation (MLE),
to improve the GLC accuracy; and (iii) a systematic way to
detect gate resizing attacks, aging attacks, and power supply
network attacks using our proposed GLC methods.

2. RELATED WORK
Management of supply voltage has been a popular and

important energy minimization technique for more than two
decades [7]. However, it has not been used until now as a
tool for the detection of a variety of hardware attacks.

In the last five years, gate characterization emerged as one
of the most important enabling steps during circuit synthe-
sis and analysis. There are two schools of thought. The
first advocates direct measurements of transistor parame-
ters such as channel length or thickness of oxide [3]. More
recently, several efforts have been undertaken to use mea-
surements of delay, leakage, and/or switching power in or-
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der to characterize the gates [8][9][10][11]. To the best of our
knowledge, we for the first time analyze three non-functional
circuit alterations that have significant detrimental impact
on the operation of the pertinent ICs. Specifically, we con-
sider gate resizing, aging, and power supply network attacks.
Interestingly, all three attacks can be treated using the same
framework of GLC using Vdd manipulation.

Gate resizing has been a crucial task for accomplishing
simultaneous optimizations of delay, power, and area since
very early beginnings of CAD [12]. In the mid-80s, Fish-
burn and Dunlop proposed a provably optimal approach
to transistor sizing [13]. Phenomena such as negative-bias
temperature instability (NBTI) are causing significant al-
terations of both delay and leakage. For example, aging can
increase delay by 10% and leakage energy by several times
[14]. Our novelty in this domain is that we expect that the
attacker will intentionally produce such input vectors to the
circuit that delay degradation will be maximized in terms
of overall negative impact. Power supply networks (PSNs)
are crucial for correct operations of ICs [15][16]. Power sup-
ply and ground voltage variations have significant impact
on the performance of ICs and recently became a research
topic of great interest [17]. For the first time, we explain
not just how the attacker can launch PSN attacks but also
techniques for detecting these malicious changes.

3. PRELIMINARIES

3.1 Process Variation, Power and Delay Model
PV in IC manufacturing is the deviation of IC parameter

values from nominal specifications [2]. It causes major vari-
ations in gate-level physical properties such as Leff and Vth,
which are two major sources of PV. For example, due to the
impact of PV, the actual Leff of a manufactured gate can
be expressed by Equation (1), where Lnom is the nominal
design value of the effective length, and ∆L is the variation
in the manufacturing process.

Leff = Lnom + ∆L (1)

We use leakage power, switching power and delay as man-
ifestational properties of an IC, which we expect to connect
with the physical properties such as Leff and Vth. Equation
(2) is the gate-level leakage power model [18], where L is ef-
fective channel length, Vth is threshold voltage, W is gate
width, Vdd is supply voltage, n is substreshold slope, µ is
mobility, Cox is oxide capacitance, D is clock period, φt is
thermal voltage φt = kT/q, and σ is drain induced barrier
lowering (DIBL) factor.

Pleakage = 2 · n · µ · Cox · W
L

· φ2
t ·D · Vdd · e

σ·Vdd−Vth
n·φt (2)

The gate-level switching power model [18] is described by
Equation (3), where α is the switching probability.

Pswitching = α · Cox ·W · L · V 2
dd (3)

We use the delay model in [18] that connects the gate delay
to its sizing and operating voltages:

Delay =
ktp · kfit · L2

2 · n · µ · φ2
t

· Vdd

(ln(e
(1+σ)Vdd−Vth

2·n·φt + 1))2

·γi ·Wi +Wi+1

Wi

(4)

where subscripts i and i + 1 represent the driver and load
gates, respectively; γ is the ratio of gate parasitic to input
capacitance; and ktp and kfit are delay-fitting parameter
and model-fitting parameter, respectively.

We observe from the above models that the manifesta-
tional properties are dependent on Leff and Vth in a non-
linear manner and can be controlled via Vdd manipulation.

3.2 Manifestation-Level GLC
At the manifestation level [4][6], the power and delay mod-

els can be expressed in a linear format assuming that the
variation of all the physical-level properties is represented
by a single PV scaling factor K. Equation (5) shows the
linear model at the manifestation level (using leakage power
as an example).

p̃j = esj + erj +
∑

∀gate i=1,...,n

Kij si (5)

where p̃j is the full-chip leakage power at input state j; si is
the PV scaling factor of gate i; Kij is the nominal leakage
power for the gate at input state j, which is dependent on
the parameters in Equation (2) and the input vectors; and
esj and erj are systematic and random measurement errors,
respectively. We can obtain a set of linear equations by vary-
ing the input vectors and measuring the leakage power of the
entire circuit. After that, by solving the system of equations
with an objective function of minimizing the measurement
errors, we can characterize the gate level PV scaling factors
and thus obtain the leakage power for each gate.

4. GATE-LEVEL CHARACTERIZATION

4.1 Overall Flow
We characterize both the manifestation-level and physical-

level properties of an IC using supply voltage manipulation.
Our approach is based on the fact that the manifestational
properties (delay and power) are dependent on the supply
voltage Vdd in a non-linear manner, as shown in Equations
(2) to (4). Therefore, Vdd brings extra variation to the man-
ifestational properties and can serve as a correlation breaker
to both the collinearity and insufficient controllability cor-
relations, which are the major issues in M-GLC [4]. Also,
the extra variation enables the formulation of multiple non-
linear equations following Equations (2) to (4) so that the
physical-level properties (Leff and Vth) can be obtained by
characterizing the manifestational properties and solving the
non-linear equations.

Our overall flow of Vdd-based GLC is shown in Fig. 1. We
first conduct manifestation-level GLC on the target circuit.
During this process, we vary the input vector and the Vdd

of the circuit, in order to obtain different power/delay val-
ues. Next, we formulate a system of linear equations based
on the power/delay measurements and the abstraction of
the PV impact using a PV scaling factor (discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2). By solving the system of equations using linear
programming (LP), we obtain the manifestation-level prop-
erties of each gate. Then, we begin the process of P-GLC,
in which we follow Equations (2) to (4) to formulate a non-
linear equation that connects the manifestational properties
we obtained from M-GLC and the physical properties we
are characterizing in P-GLC. In order to make the variables
Leff and Vth solvable, we manipulate the Vdd of the circuit
and formulate a system of non-linear equations. After that,
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Figure 1: Flow of Vdd-based GLC scheme.

we solve the non-linear equations to obtain Leff and Vth

values for each gate.

4.2 Solving the Correlation Issues in M-GLC
As pointed out in [4], one of the major issues in M-GLC

is the correlations in the system of linear equations. In
particular, two types of correlations have been studied: (i)
collinearity, where gates have the same ratio of Kij values as
appearing in Equation (5); and (ii) insufficient controllabil-
ity, where no enough equations can be obtained due to the
lack of controllability over the circuit. Both types of corre-
lations make the system of linear equations unsolvable. [4]
proposed a thermal conditioning method to break the cor-
relation. However, it requires a long time for conditioning
and has to suffer the instability of temperature due to heat
transfer both on and off the circuit.

We instead use Vdd for resolving correlations. The idea is
based on the non-linear relation between power/delay values
and Vdd as shown in Equations (2) to (4). Taking leakage
power as an example, we first select a range of Vdd values
for the M-GLC process. The selected Vdd values are differ-
ent from the nominal Vth values for a threshold we define,
in order not to make the exponential part in Equation (2)
too small and thus the leakage power value change too little
when Vdd varies. Then, we apply the selected Vdd values
to Equation (2) together with the input vector manipula-
tion, and formulate the system of linear equations shown
in Equation (5). The collinearity and insufficient control-
lability correlations are removed because of the non-linear
relation between leakage power and Vdd. Note that the nom-
inal leakage power value Kij must be changed to reflect the
changes in Vdd. We calculate and update the values of Kij

using Equation (2).

4.3 Physical-Level GLC
Based on the characterization results of M-GLC, we are

able to formulate a non-linear equation based on Equation
(2). It correlates Leff and Vth with the leakage power. Also,
we obtain leakage power from the M-GLC process as dis-
cussed in Section 3.2. However, with only one non-linear
equation, we are not able to solve for both variables Leff

and Vth. Therefore, we must find a way to add additional
variations to the leakage power model so that a system of

equations can be obtained. We solve this problem by ma-
nipulating Vdd of the circuit. In particular, we select a set of
Vdd values for the circuit and apply each of them to all the
gates in M-GLC. The M-GLC provides us with the leakage
power of each gate under each Vdd value, which enables us
to formulate the following system of equations:

Pleakagei =
a

Leffi

· Vddi · e
bVddi

−Vthi
c (6)

where index i indicates the case where the ith Vdd value is
applied to all the gates on the circuit; a, b and c are constant
parameters in the leakage power model. We can obtain the
Leff and Vth values for all the gates on the circuit by solving
the system of non-linear equations.

4.4 Post-processing
The obtained characterization results in both M-GLC and

P-GLC are subject to multiple sources of errors. The errors
may come from power/delay measurements, approximation
errors in linear/non-linear program solvers, and approxima-
tion errors in the power/delay model.

In order to reduce the impact of the errors and improve
the characterization results, we conduct post-processing in
the following way. First, we repeat the M-GLC and P-GLC
processes multiple times in order to obtain a large enough
sample of data. For M-GLC, the repeated experiments are
from varying the selected input vectors and the Vdd values;
for P-GLC, the variations in the repeated experiments are
from the corresponding M-GLC results, as well as the dif-
ferent starter values in the Gauss-Newton method that we
use for solving the system of non-linear equations. Second,
we conduct maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) on the
repeated GLC results in order to find out the most likely
property value for each gate. We apply goodness-of-fit tests
on the data from each run and estimate the statistical distri-
bution of the predicted results over different runs. We take
the value of Leff (or Vth) as the one that maximizes the
likelihood function (p(L) is the probability density function
of the Leff distribution):

L̃ = argmaxL log p(L) (7)
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5. HARDWARE SECURITY APPLICATIONS
With the accurate characterization of the gate-level prop-

erties, our P-GLC approach is capable of supporting various
hardware security applications. In this section, we show how
we detect several security attacks that are difficult to address
using other methods.

5.1 Gate Resizing Attack
In a gate resizing attack, the attackers alter the sizing

parameters (e.g. Leff ) of one or more gates on the circuit
intentionally, with the goal of making the IC malfunction or
leak more energy. In order to hide the attack under com-
mon detection schemes such as functional testing and timing
analysis, the attackers tend to alter the sizes of gates in such
a way that the ICs can still pass all the standard tests. For
example, the attacker may reduce the Leff of the gates that
are rarely on the critical path, so that it is not detectable by
a timing analysis but would cause the target IC to consume
more leakage energy.

We use our Vdd-based P-GLC scheme to address the gate
resizing attack. We characterize the value of Leff for each
gate on the circuit and compare it with the nominal de-
sign value. Since the characterization is now on the physical
level, there are no other sources of variations to the nominal
values, except the PV and possible gate resizing attacks im-
posed by the adversary. We can further exclude the impact
of PV by comparing the P-GLC results with the nominal de-
sign values, from which the PV model for the IC instance can
be achieved. We set a threshold value for each gate based
on its PV property in the PV model. The threshold value
is then used to check whether a specific Leff value from
the P-GLC process should be considered as a gate-resizing
attack.

5.2 Gate Aging Attack
IC aging [14] is a physical process where the Vth values of

the gates keep increasing while the gates are being used. As
a result, there is a degradation in the speed of the IC because
of the increase of gate delay according to Equation (4). The
adversary may intentionally speed up the aging process by
stressing one or more gates on the circuit. Such an attack
can easily bypass a normal functional test or timing analysis
because the functionality of the circuit stays the same, and
the alteration in delay is not observable in the case that the
attacked gates are not on the critical path. We are able to
detect the gate aging attack based on P-GLC in terms of
Vth. We set the threshold value in a similar manner as that
in Section 5.1.

5.3 Power Supply Network Attack
PSNs provide a constant supply voltage to IC applications

[15][16]. In the modern submicron technologies, ICs become
more and more sensitive to the noise in PSNs, and conse-
quently PSNs have become another possible source of attack.
The attackers may intentionally reduce the resistance of a
certain part of the circuit. As a result, the current through
the PSN becomes higher and may make the PSN suffer from
early time failure, due to the effect of electromigration [19].

The attack to PSN is not detectable unless a profile of the
supply voltage drop down can be obtained and analyzed.
We modify our GLC model under the assumption that the
supply voltage of each gate may vary from its nominal value
due to the noise from the PSN and possible attacks made

by adversaries. Our modified P-GLC model from Equation
(6) is the following:

Pleakagei =
a

Leffi

· Vddi(1 − ri) · e
bVddi

(1−ri)−Vthi
c (8)

where ri is the drop down rate of Vddi . By varying Vdd

and solving the non-linear equations with three variables
ri, Leffi , and Vthi , we can characterize ri. If it exceeds
our defined threshold, we conclude that the PSN has been
attacked.

6. SIMULATION RESULTS

6.1 Gate Resizing Attack
We simulate the gate resizing attack by randomly resizing

one gate on the circuit. Next, we use our Vdd-based GLC
approach to detect the resized gate. Fig. 2 shows the distri-
bution of relative characterization error of Leff on ISCAS
benchmark C432, in which we use 40 distinct Vdd values for
the entire circuit in the P-GLC process. The results show
that we have maximumly ±2% characterization errors, and
the most likely error in the distribution is close to 0.

Figure 2: Accuracy of Leff characterization in
benchmark C432 for gate resizing detection.

Table 1: Probability of false positives and false neg-
atives in gate resizing detection.
Resizing Rate Threshold False Positive False Negative

-5%

1% 11.9% 0

2% 0 0

3% 0 0

4% 0 5%

5% 0 51.2%

5%

1% 11.9% 0

2% 0 0

3% 0 0

4% 0 6.88%

5% 0 48.8%

Based on the above Leff characterization, we conduct
gate resizing detection on the same benchmark circuit. We
simulate the gate resizing attack for a random gate on the
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Gate aging detection: (a) accuracy of threshold voltage (Vth) characterization; (b)
probability of false positives and false negatives in aging detection (with an aging rate of 5%).

(a) Characterization without post-processing (b) Characterization with post-processing

Figure 4: Accuracy of Vdd drop down characterization in power supply networks.

Table 2: Probability of false Positives and false negatives for gate resizing/aging detection, with a 5% resizing
or aging rate and 3% threshold value for detection.

Benchmark
Resizing Attack Aging Attack

False Positive (%) False Negative (%) False Positive (%) False Negative (%)

C432 0 0 8.13 1.88

C499 0.495 0.495 3.47 5.94

C880 0.261 1.04 7.83 2.35

C1355 0.733 0.733 5.31 4.95

C1908 0.795 0.682 4.55 5.23

C2670 0.587 4.11 6.54 1.26

C3540 0.659 1.02 7.67 4.37

C5315 0.607 1.34 7.8 2.08

C6288 0.538 0.869 6.33 2.73

C7552 0.683 0.997 6.38 3.08
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circuit with a ±5% resizing rate. For each of the resizing at-
tacks, we simulate 5 threshold values (1% to 5%) in order to
evaluate our approach under different parameter settings.
We show in Table 1 the probability of false positives and
false negatives resulting from the detection; the former indi-
cates the cases where a certain gate has not been attacked
but our scheme detects it as having been resized, and the
latter represents the opposite. The results show that when
the threshold value is properly selected (2% to 3%), our
GLC approach can achieve both zero false positives and zero
false negatives in the resizing detection. Table 2 shows our
simulation results ragarding resizing attack on the ISCAS85
benchmarks, with a 5% resizing rate and a 3% threshold
value. The false positives and false negatives are below 5%
for all the benchmark circuits.

6.2 Gate Aging Attack
We simulate the gate aging attack by randomly selecting

one gate on the benchmark circuit and increasing its Vth

value by 5%. Next, we use our Vdd-based GLC scheme to
characterize Vth for all gates and detect the aging attack.
Fig. 3 shows our characterization and detection results on
benchmark C432, in which we use 40 different Vdd values in
the P-GLC process. Fig. 3(a) shows the accuracy of Vth

characterization, which has relative errors of -5% to +3%.
Fig. 3(b) shows the probabilities of false positives and false
negatives in the aging detection, which are both below 10%
if the threshold value is selected in the range of 3% to 4%.
Table 2 shows our simulation results on the ISCAS85 bench-
marks. All the false postives and false negateives are below
10%.

6.3 Power Supply Network Attack
We characterize the supply voltage drop down of the tar-

get IC in order to detect the possible PSN attacks. Fig. 4
shows our simulation results in terms of the characterization
accuracy of the Vdd drop down. In Fig. 4(a) we demonstrate
the results without using MLE post-processing, where the
error ranges from -10% to +15% with a mean value around
0. The results are further improved by using MLE post-
processing as shown in Fig. 4(b).

7. CONCLUSION
We develop a systematic way of conducting M-GLC and

P-GLC using variable supply voltage. The correlation is-
sues in M-GLC are resolved by varying the supply voltage.
Also, we are able to characterize the physical-level properties
Leff and Vth by solving a system of non-linear equations.
With the characterized physical properties, we demonstrate
three IC attacks that can be addressed by our GLC ap-
proach (gate resizing attacks, gate aging attacks, and power
supply network attacks). Our simulation results show that
the proposed GLC scheme is capable of detecting IC security
attacks with low false positives and false negatives.
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